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Collective electronic excitations in metal coated C6o
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A two-sheO jellium-on-jellium model has been used to study the collective electronic excitations
of C6p coated by an increasing number N of Na atoms. We predict a transition from the x-electron
polarization of the fullerene to the metallic sodium polarization as a function of increasing N. For
low coverages, the Na layer produces only a broadening and fragmentation of the x plasmon of C60.
However, if the coverage is large enough, a Na surface plasmon appears. This occurs only after the
electron density of the cluster clearly shows two distinct regions, the outer one having an "average"
density similar to that in pure Na metal or Na clusters. The induced density at the collective-mode
frequency shows structure corresponding to two interfaces, C60-Na and Na vacuum, the Srst peak
becoming less pronounced as the coverage increases due to a transfer of oscillator strength to the
metallic counterpart. The static polarizability per electron also shows this trend and tends slowly
to the Na value from below after an initial sharp rise in the region N 13—21.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the C6o molecule has been fol-
lowed by the synthesis of a solid material with face-
centered-cubic structure in which the C60 units retain
their identity. After doping with alkali-metal atoms in
the adequate proportion, this solid shows superconduct-
ing properties. More recently, C60 molecules have been
condensed into finite (Cse)„clusters4 which appear to
grow following an icosahedral pattern, similar to clusters
of the inert gases. Martin and co-workers have coated
the surface of the (Css)„clusters with alkali atoms (Li,
Na, K) and the mass spectra of the positively ionized
coated clusters, as a function of the number of coating
atoms, shows interesting features not yet explained.

The experimental studies of the electronic properties of
C60 in the gas phase and in the solid form have shown
the presence of two collective excitations, associated with
the collective motion of the m and of the 0 electrons of
C60. The m resonance occurs at about 6 eV and the u
resonance at about 20 eV. Theoretical calculations
give results in good agreement with experiment. A great
deal of theoretical and experimental work has also been
reported on the collective electronic excitations of alkali-
metal clusters. The characteristic of these clusters is
a surface plasmon at energies 2—3 eV, that is, 3—4 eV
below the energy of the a plasmon of C60. For instance,
for Na clusters this plasmon occurs at 2.5 eV. One can
ask what would happen to the low energy plasmon of
C6p when this cluster becomes coated with increasing
amounts of Na. It is reasonable to expect that when
C60 is coated with several sodium layers, the Na cluster
surface plasmon would become a prominent excitation
but the coverage at which this would first appear and
the nature of the appearance are points of interest which

remain to be settled. In this paper, we use a simple
model for C60 coated with Na and calculate the optical
spectrum in order to study the evolution of the collective
excitations as a function of Na coverage.

II. CLUSTER MODEL

The collective electronic properties of C60 have been
studied using several models and methods. ~ A com-
mon characteristic of some of this work9 is the mod-
eling of the positive background, consisting of the nuclei
plus core electrons of the cluster, by a shell of uniform
charge and finite thickness. This is the so called jellium-
shell model. Despite its simplicity the model gives the
position of the m plasmon in good overall agreement with
experiment and close to that obtained by more accurate
methods in which the granularity of the cluster is ac-
counted for. ' It is well known that the jellium back-
ground model also works well for alkali-metal clusters,
or surfaces, and that the introduction of lattice eKects
causes only a minor modification in the calculated optical
properties.

In this paper, we use a two-shell jellium model to de-
scribe (CsoNaN)+ clusters. The inner jellium shell rep-
resents the ionic background of the C60 cluster and the
outer shell that of the coating metal. The density of the
positive background is then

pg, R —Ag&r&R+Ag
p+(r) = ~ p2, R+ b, & «R+ E, + 42

0, otherwise.

This means that the C60 shell is bounded by inner and
outer radii R —Aq and R + Aq, respectively, where
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R=6.64 a.u. is the observed radius of C6o. We are pri-
marily interested in the m plasmon of C6o because it is in
the same energy range as the Na-metallic electronic lev-
els. Consequently, we take each C atom in our model to
contribute only one electron to the electronic cloud. The
layer thickness 2 A~ has been chosen equal to 1 a.u. This
value leads to a position of the m plasmon of free C6o in
good agreement with experiment and with more accurate
models. The background density pz is related to R and
&) by 60 = s [(&+6)) —(R —Aq) ]p). The external
layer representing the coating atoms rests directly on the
C6p shell. Its density p2 has been fixed to be the known
density of the bulk Na metal (p2

——0.004 e/a. u. ) and its
thickness Aq depends on the number X of coating atoms
through the equation

N = —[(B+Ag+ bz) —(R+ 6)) ]p2.
3

With this model, the ground state electronic structure
of the clusters [that is, the one electron energy eigenval-
ues, e;, and the electron density, p(r )], can be calculated
using the density functional theory (DFT) in its cus-
tomary Kohn-Sham version . The self-consistent effec-
tive potential V,g(r ) seen by the electrons is the sum of
the external potential produced by the ionic background
given in Eq. (1), the Hartree potential of the electrons
and the exchange-correlation potential. For the last piece
we use the local density approximation (LDA). For small
numbers of Na atoms adsorbed on C6o the experimental
mass spectra show typical small coverage eKects, but
after seven atoms, the spectra show clear odd-even al-
ternation similar to that observed in the mass spectra
of sodium clusters. Consequently, we expect our two-
slab model for fullerenes coated by alkali atoms to begin
to give a realistic description of the electronic properties
for N 13, and especially for larger N corresponding to
closed shells. The experimental 6ndings for low coverages
could correlate with the special electronic properties of
sodium intercalation fullerite compounds (NasCsp shows
a conventional ionic structure2 ). In the present work, we

will not analyze this small coverage limit where a more
sophisticated geometrical model is needed; instead we
will concentrate on the optical response for large cover-
ages where the two-slab model, as stated before, is more
reliable.

III. CALCULATION OF THE COLLECTIVE
ELECTRONIC RESPONSE

To calculate the collective response we have used the
time-dependent DFT. Since exchange and correlation ef-
fects are treated at the LDA level, the method is known
as time-dependent LDA. The fundamental ingredient
of this theory is the dynamical susceptibility y(r), rq, ur),
which is obtained from a Dyson-type integral equation

Here, yo is the noninteracting susceptibility, which can
be constructed from a number of ingredients arising in
the ground state Kohn-Sham calculation, and the kernel

K is the functional derivative of the ground state eKec-
tive potential K(rq, r2) = bV s(rq)/bp(rq) T. he electron
density induced by the applied, external, multipolar field,
and the corresponding dynamical polarizability, a((d), are
immediately obtained Rom y and the applied field. The
static polarizability is given by o((u = 0). Finally, the
photoabsortion cross section cr((d) is obtained from

4xu
Imn(~). (4)

where V,„&(i,ur) is the frequency-dependent external po-
tential, and analyzing the real and imaginary parts of
Sn(r, ur). However, an unambiguous assignment of a
mode as collective requires a more detailed investigation
of the origin of the excitation such as that performed by
Nuroh et gl. 2~

IV. RESULTS

The electronic structure of C6o+ in the jellium-shell
model is ls(2), 1p(6), 1d(10), 1f(14), 1g(18), 1h(9),
where the occupation of the electronic shells is given
in parentheses. The least bound occupied shell, 1h, is
only partially 61led due to the degeneracy induced by
the spherical approximation used in the calculation. The
calculated photoabsortion cross section 0 (~) is given in

Fig. 1. It shows a collective resonance located at 8 eV.
These results and those reported in similar 6gures were

obtained with an arti6cial broadening of the lines of 0.1
eV in order to simulate 6nite temperature eKects on the
photoabsortion cross section. The results for neutral
C6o are rather similar and have been reported in Ref.
13 (in that work, however, the thickness of the Cso shell
was slightly different, namely, 2Az ——0.8 a.u. ). The in-

dependent particle response, composed of single-particle
excitations, is given by the dashed curve. The collective
resonance shows some fragmentation due to the inter-
action with single-particle transitions which in our LDA
approach correspond to bound-continuum transitions be-
cause the calculated ionization threshold is 7 eV (peaks
below this value in the dashed line are due to bound-
bound transitions) .

We have studied several [CsoNa)v]+ clusters with in-

creasing values of N to investigate the modifications of
the collective response and its evolution with ¹ The spe-
cific values of % studied are %=13, 21, 45, 65, and 93.
It should be noted that we have performed our calcula-
tions for ionized clusters so as to correspond as c1osely as

References 13 and 24 can be consulted for details. In
what follows, we will present results for the dipolar re-

sponse of coated carbon clusters, which is readily acces-
sible experimentally through optical measurements.

The physical picture of a certain excitation being single

pair, or a collective surface mode, or a strong coupling of
all these excitations may be visualized ' by considering
the frequency-dependent induced charge density bn(r, u)
defined as

bn( ~)i= f di&y(i iz, ~)v. &(iz, ~),
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FIG. 1. Calculated photoabsorption cross section per elec-
tron for Csp + (full curve). The cross section calculated from
the noninteracting response is given by the dashed curve.

possible with the mass spectra reported by Martin et al.
These workers designed their experiments to reveal the
relative stability of ionized species. For this purpose, the
photoionized clusters were heated with a laser to allow
for atom evaporation. Since Na is a monovalent atom,
the number of active electrons in these clusters is 60+N-
1. All the clusters studied have closed electronic shells
for which the spherical approximation assumed in the re-
sponse calculations is best justified. The ground state
electron densities of some of the clusters are shown in
Fig. 2. There is a clear distinction between N=13, 21 on
the one hand, and N=45, 65, 93 on the other. The cases
of N=13, 21 show electron densities that look rather sim-
ilar to those of Csp+ or Csp (see also Ref. 13). Although
the electron density is more extended in [CspNaIs]+ and
[CspNa2I]+, there is still only a single decay length. In

contrast the densities for N=45, 65, and 93 show two

decay lengths. This means that the outer surface of the
cluster has some resemblance to the surface of pure Na
clusters and one can expect, as Ekardt has indicated in
his work on metal-on-metal coated particles, to observe
new features related to the Na surface and volume plas-
mons. Similar behavior has also been observed in ad-
sorbed alkali-metal layers on metallic surfaces.

Let us now turn to analyzing the collective response.
This is given in Fig. 3 for [CspNays]+. The thickness of
the coating layer is 3.35 a.u. The electrons contributed
by the Na layer lead to the complete filling of the 1h
shell with 22 electrons. The energy gap [highest occu-
pied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital (HOMO-LUMO) gap] between this electronic shell
and the lowest unoccupied shell, which is of 2s character,
is small (0.18 eV). The binding energies of the occupied
shells are smaller with respect to C6o+ due to a more
extended and shallower effective potential. The situa-
tion is more complex for the unoccupied shells. We find
shifts up and down in their binding energies, but all these
changes are small. Consequently the single-particle tran-
sitions, both bound-bound and bound-unbound occur at
lower energies, compared to C6o+, as can be seen from
a comparison of the noninteracting spectra of C60+ and
[CspNaI s]+ which are represented by dashed lines in Fig.
1 and 3. The peaks in the single particle spectra are at
the transition energies for single particle excitations and
the heights are proportional to the oscillator strengths
for the modes. The very prominent peak in the noninter-
acting cross section is due to 1h —1i single particle tran-
sitions. In fact, this transition gives the dominant peak
in the noninteracting spectra for all the cases presented
here, although other transitions, e.g. , 2h —2i, 1h —2g,
also lead to sizeable peaks for the larger N values shown
in Fig. 4. The effect of the Na cladding on the fully in-
teracting photoabsortion spectrum (of [CspNaIs]+) is a
spreading of the plasmon down to lower energies by more
than 1 eV and a reduction in amplitude. This is mainly
due to an increased kagmentation of the spectrum be-
cause of the interaction of the collective resonance with
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FIG. 2. Electron density and positive
background density versus the distance r
to the cluster center in the two-slab jel-
lium-on-jellium model of Csp +, [CsoNagy]+,
[CspNa4s]+ and [CspNsss]+. The maximum
of the electron density (not shown in order to
enhance the low density features) reaches val-

ues ~ 0.04 —0.05 a.u. Dash-dotted lines rep-
resent the background ionic charge density.
The plot corresponding to N=45 shows par-
tial contributions to the total electron density
from the 1h charge density (dotted line) and
the 2s + 2p+ 2d + 2f charge density (dashed
line) (see main text).
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FIG. 4. Calculated photoabsortion cross-section, per elec-
tron, of [CppNa4p]+ and [CppNa93] (full curves). The cross
section calculated from the noninteracting response is given
by the dashed curves.

FIG. 3. Calculated photoabsorption cross section, per elec-
tron, for [CppNaqp]+ and [CppNapq]+ (full curves). The cross
section calculated from the noninteracting response is given
by the dashed curves. The interacting response has been mul-
tiplied by 4 in ord.er to display the features of the spectrum.

is a magic cluster (high abundance) in the mass spec-
tra of Martin et al. The modified electronic structure
leads to new single-particle transitions and to a strongly
broadened and fragmented photoabsortion cross section
(Fig. 3) with no prominent feature remaining at 8
eV, the position of the C6O+ plasmon mode. Further-
Inore, some strength begins to appear in the energy re-
gion around 2 —4 eV, typical of alkali-metal clusters. This
indicates the beginning of the transition from the carbon
vr-electron response to the Na-metallic response.

A drastic change in 0'(~) is observed for [CsoNa4s]+
(see Fig. 4). Its electronic configuration is ls, 1p, 1d,
1f, lg, 2s, 2p, 2d, 1h, 2f Th.e 2d level has also dropped
below the lb. The electron density of the cluster is com-
posed of two pieces: the innermost electrons are localized
in the Csp shell; the 2s, 2p, 2d, and 2f electrons can be
ascribed to the Na layer, and the 1h electrons, which
are located near the carbon-sodium interface, are shared
by the C60 and Na layers. This division is illustrated
in the corresponding plot of Fig. 2, where the dotted
line gives the 1h charge density and the dashed line the

2s+2p+2d +2f charge density. The Na layer now shows
its identity through the appearance of a strong peak in
the photoabsortion spectrum at low energy ( 3—3.5 eV).
This peak has a broad tail extending to higher energies,
and a considerable amount of strength is still concen-
trated in the region 4—11 eV, typical of the x-carbon
absorption spectrum, although the amplitude is further
reduced kom the clusters with smaller N.

Finally, the largest cluster studied is [CsoNass]+; the
picture is rather similar to that for [CsoNa4s]+. Now
the electronic closed-shell configuration has as occupied
levels: ls, 1p, 1d, 1f, 1g, 2s, 2p, 2d, 2f, 2g, 1h, 3s, 3p,
2h. The peak at the position of the Na surface plasmon is
now well developed (see Fig. 4), and the cluster responds
much like a pure ionized Na cluster [the TDLDA sur-
face plasmon of jelliumlike ionized Na clusters occurs at
3—3.5 eV (Ref. 31)]. The collective resonance has a broad
tail and some strength is still concentrated in the region
8—10 eV although the response there is much attenuated
compared to pure C6O+.

To get more insight into the shift of the collective res-
onance &om C60+ to that more typical of sodium clus-
ters as the coating is increased, we have plotted in Fig.
5 the dipolar induced charge density [see Eq. (5)] cor-
responding to the &equency of the collective mode for
Cap+, [CsoNa4s]+ and [CspNass]+ (that is, 8 eV, 3.4 eV,
and 3.7 eV, respectively). Comparing N =45 and IV=93
we observe a partial shift of the induced charge from the
carbon-Na interface to the Na-vacuum interface, but it
is interesting to see that even in the case of %=93 a sig-
nificant contribution to the induced charge density still
occurs at the carbon-Na interface, and complete localiza-
tion of the induced charge at the Na-vacuum interface,
as one would expect for a purely metallic Na response,
is incomplete. Clearly both interfaces contribute to the
collective electronic motion but only one surface plasmon
is observed. Its resonance energy tends to be dominated
by the sodium coating. Classical electromagnetic argu-
ments give two coupled surface-interface plasmons with
both the interface and the outer surface contributing to
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both resonances as we have. However, the plasmons are
at different energies and we do not detect the classical
two-peak structure in our results. The contrast between
our results and the classical picture is similar to that
found by Ekardt in his study of the optical spectrum
of coated metal clusters. The physical situation in the
static limit, for which we have also performed calcula-
tions, is different. In this case, the induced density lead-
ing to the static dipole moment is located mainly at the
sodium-vacuum interface for the coated clusters, with a
well defined structure on the sodium adsorbate.

The inverse relation between polarizability and plasma
resonance frequency [u2 Ix I/a(0)] within classical
models suggests that the static polarizability may also
provide some insight into the shift in dominant collec-
tive mode with Na coverage. In Fig. 6 the polarizability
per electron is given as a function of the number of Na
atoms coating the fullerene. We see a plateau for small
coverages until N 13, where the response of the coated
cluster is dominated by the carbon which is much less
polarizable than sodium. Then we observe an increase
of a(0), which can be separated in two regions. Between
N=13 and N=21 there is a qualitative change in the po-
larizability, which increases sharply. As N grows further
the polarizability increases steadily towards the classical
sodium limit, as the weight in the static response shifts
from carbon to sodium. However, convergence to the
large-N limit is slow, which is consistent with our
previous finding that the carbon-sodium interface still
has a role in the response for N=93, and higher cover-
age is needed to achieve Na-metal behavior. The sharp
increase of a(0) with respect to the value for Csp+ af-

ter N 13 coincides with the occupation of electronic
shells with principal quantum number n = 2, which ex-
tend further into the outermost region of the cluster than
shells with n = I (see, for instance, the case N=45 in
Fig. 2). After this sharp rise, the evolution of a is
smoother and is associated with the progressive forma-
tion of a coating region with a density similar to that
in metallic Na. However, a large number of Na atoms
is needed for this region of "almost constant" electron
density to fully develop. We observe a different behavior
&om that of metallic clusters where the polarizability per
electron decreases (approximately as N ~~s) as the size
of the cluster increases. Here the opposite trend results
&om the large polarizability of sodium as compared to
carbon. We have only studied Na coverages leading to
closed electronic shells; small oscillations of the polariz-
ability for coverages intermediate between those plotted
in Fig. 6 should be anticipated, but our study is enough
to display the main trends in the optical response.

The slow convergence of the polarizability towards the
classical value is typical of metallic aggregates. This slow
convergence (from above) has been noticed in the exper-
iments of Knight et al. for the static polarizabilities
of Na and K clusters, as well as in the experiments of
Brechignac et al. on the evolution of the surface plas-
mon resonance &om a study of the photoabsorption cross
section of large Li and K clusters. Those experiments
show that the surface plasmon has not yet converged
to the classical value even for clusters with one thou-
sand atoms. We observe a similar slow convergence on
the static polarizability (from below) for hollow clusters.
This behavior is consistent with the size dependence of
the classical polarizability of a hollow metallic sphere.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The two-shell model we have used to study ionized Na
coated fullerenes ([CsoNa~j+) predicts a shift in response
from a ~-carbon collective mode to a metallic-Na excita-
tion as the number of Na coating atoms is increased. A
well developed excitation in the energy region of collec-
tive modes typical of pure Na clusters only occurs after
the formation of an extended region with an electron den-
sity similar to that of metallic Na. However, the static
polarizability is more sensitive to the presence of the coat-
ing and it sharply deviates from that of C60+ as early
as for N 13. The reliability of the method used has
been con6rmed previously in studies of the m plasmon
in fullerenes, and we expect the present results to con-
stitute a good description of the response properties of

coated fullerene clusters. Within our model similar op-
tical dipolar properties are to be expected for Li, K, or
Rb coverings, and, in general, for those metals for which
the jellium model is justified. We hope that this work
stimulates experimental investigations of the collective
electronic excitations of these interesting systems.
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